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Abstract: Rapid advancement in remote sensing sensors has resulted in an enormous increase in the use of satellite
imagery (SI) and images taken from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in a wide range of remote sensing applications.
These applications include urban planning, environment monitoring, map updating, change detection, and precision
agriculture. This paper focuses on an agricultural application of SI and UAV images. SI-UAV images possess high
temporal, textural, and intensity differences due to rapid changes in agricultural crops with the passage of time. Feature
points such as scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF (ORB), and speeded-up
robust features (SURF) are not invariant to such differences and underperform in SI-UAV image registration. To deal
with this problem, we propose a new method that combines the strength of nearest neighbor (NN) and brute force (BF)
descriptor matching strategies to register SI–UAV images. The proposed method is named NN-BF. For NN-BF first
corresponding feature point descriptor matches are identified between SI-UAV images of the training set with overlap
error. Then the corresponding descriptors are matched with the descriptors of SI images of the test set with NN
strategy. The resulting descriptor matches are then further matched with the descriptors of UAV images of the test
set using BF strategy. Finally, the descriptor matches obtained are processed with RANSAC to remove outliers and
estimate a homography for image registration. Experiments are performed on an agricultural land image dataset. The
experimental results show that the NN-BF method improves SIFT, SURF, and ORB feature point performances and
also outperforms recently proposed feature matching strategies for remote sensing images. SIFT on average obtains 6.1%
and 18.9% better precision scores than SURF and ORB with NN-BF, respectively. SIFT also obtains lower root mean
square error than SURF and ORB with NN-BF.
Key words: Agriculture land, feature point detectors, descriptors, image registration, satellite imagery, UAV images

1. Introduction
Image registration deals with the stitching of two images (reference and target), taken from different viewpoints,
at different times or by different sensors [1, 2]. Image registration finds a geometric alignment between reference
and target images. Image registration is considered a fundamental task for environment monitoring [3], map
updating [4], change detection [5], and precision agriculture [6, 7].
Recent advancements in remote sensing sensors have resulted in an enormous increase in the use of
satellite imagery (SI) and images taken from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in various applications such as
natural disasters [3], agricultural image analysis [7], traffic monitoring [8], urban planning [9], and forewarning
∗ Correspondence:
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systems [10]. Image registration is used in these applications to fuse data acquired from different sources. In the
last two decades, various image registration methods have been proposed. These methods can be categorized [2]
as intensity-based [9, 11] and feature-based [7, 12–20] methods. Feature-based methods are normally preferred
as they are less susceptible to noise, change in illumination, and image variations. Feature-based methods are
used in the registration of multimodal and multispectral images [12, 15, 16], synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images [14], infrared and visible spectrum images [17], and satellite and aerial images [13, 18–20]. The present
paper focuses on the registration of SI-UAV images of agricultural land with feature points. Through registration
the SI images are enhanced. The enhanced images can be used in different precision agriculture tasks such as
crop health and growth monitoring, yield estimation, and crop classification [21]. Google Earth images are used
as SI in this paper, whereas the UAV images are captured with a low flying platform (drone). UAV images are
updated, high quality, and high resolution images compared to SI but UAV images lack georeferencing. The
problem in the literature is overcome with image registration between SI-UAV images [7, 20, 22]. Figure 1
shows a pair of SI-UAV images used in the present paper. Both SI (left) and UAV (right) images depict the
same agricultural area. However, the area appears different in these images due to high temporal, textural, and
photometric differences, which make the image registration process very challenging.

(a) SI

(b) UAV

Figure 1. An example of SI-UAV images of agricultural land.

Feature points such as scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [23], oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF
(ORB) [24], speeded-up robust features (SURF) [25], binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK) [26],
and accelerated (A)-KAZE [27] are not invariant to such differences and underperform in the SI-UAV image
registration task. To overcome this problem, we propose a new method that combines the strength of nearest
neighbor (NN) and brute force (BF) descriptor matching strategies for SI-UAV image registration. The proposed
matching strategy is named NN-BF. The proposed matching strategy is a sort of machine learning technique
and consists of three steps. In the first step, corresponding feature point descriptors are identified between
SI-UAV images of the training set with overlap error [28]. In the second step, the corresponding descriptors
are matched with the descriptors of SI and UAV images of the test set with NN and BF matching strategies,
respectively. In the third step, the NN-BF descriptor matches are processed with RANSAC for outlier removal
and estimation of a homography for SI-UAV image registration. The main contribution of this paper is NN-BF.
To the best of our knowledge, no such method or similar one exists in the literature.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of image registration
methods. Section 3 presents the proposed NN-BF method. Section 4 presents the experimental setup and
results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
2. Related work
Feature-based image registration consists of five steps [2, 23]: feature point detection, feature point description,
descriptor matching, homography estimation, and image warping. The crucial step is descriptor matching as
it establishes feature point correspondences for image registration. Establishing feature point correspondences
under small scale, rotation, viewpoint, affine, and illumination variations is simple and easy as compared to
establishing them in the presence of high textural, temporal, and photogrammetric differences [7].
Feature points such as SIFT are widely used for remote sensing image registration [14, 15]. Modifications
to SIFT have also been proposed to make it robust against changes between remote sensing images, for instance,
gradient orientation modification [29], orientation restriction [30], adaptive binning [31], and gradient magnitude
modifications [7, 32]. Similarly, SURF has been also modified to overcome changes between remote sensing
images [16].
Wong and Clausi propose a phase congruency model to automatically register satellite and aerial
images[18]. They use a robust phase-adaptive complex wavelet transform to overcome noise and intensity differences between multiband satellite images [19]. Wu et al. use a shape-based feature detector with a Gaussian
mixture model to register aerial images [33]. Similarly, the time invariant line features with area minimization
technique is used for registration of historical aerial images [13]. Line features are also used for multitemporal
aerial optical image registration [34]. ORB feature points are also employed to register aerial images [35, 36]. An
accelerated BRISK approach is used to improve the accuracy of the UAV registration process [10]. A method
based on AKAZE features [27] is used to register poorly georeferenced UAV images with accurately oriented
aerial images [37]. The method estimates orientation differences for registration. Dense SIFT is also used for
georegistration of UAV images with already georeferenced images [22].
Homography estimation algorithms for image registration such as RANSAC [38] and PROSAC [39] have
been also modified to overcome differences between remote sensing images, for instance, fast sample consensus
(FSC) [40], particle swarm optimization sample consensus (PSOSAC) [41] and triangle area representation
(TAR) [42]. Ma et al. propose a feature matching algorithm, i.e. locally linear transforming (LLT), for remote
sensing images [4]. LLT is based on maximizing likelihood structure among the neighboring feature points.
Similarly, a strategy based on guided locality preserving matching (GLPM) [43] is used to increase correct
matches and remove outliers in remote sensing image registration.
A four-step method is applied to multitemporal UAV images of agriculture for image registration [44].
The steps consist of guided image filtering for agricultural terrace detection, texture and geometric features
extraction, multifeature guided point set registration, and image warping. Similarly, an approach based on
farmland field junctions is proposed in [6] to register SI images with UAV images of agricultural land. Field
junctions are used as feature points and are described by fitting rectangles to neighboring fields. Then geometric
properties of the rectangles are computed and assigned as descriptors to field junctions. The junction descriptors
are matched and correspondence between junctions is established for image registration. In another work
sampled field boundaries are used for junction description [20]. Rectangle fitting and sampled field boundaries
methods heavily rely on manually segmented farmland boundaries. Automatic segmentation of boundaries
1460
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is difficult and manual segmentation is a time-consuming and laborious work. Therefore, feature points are
suggested and evaluated on agricultural land SI-UAV images by Saleem et al. [7]. It is shown that modified
normalized (MN)-SIFT demonstrates better performance compared to other feature points. The proposed
NN-BF method is also a feature point-based approach. It uses feature points such as SIFT, ORB, SURF,
AKAZE, and BRISK without any modification and matches such feature points with a novel matching strategy
to accurately register SI-UAV images despite high intensity, temporal, and textural differences.

3. Proposed method
A block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2. The block diagram is briefly explained in the
following sections.

Figure 2. Block diagram for the proposed NN-BF based method for SI-UAV image registration.

3.1. Image dataset
The image dataset consists of two disjoint sets: training set and test set. Both sets contain pairs of SI-UAV
images. The SI images are taken from Google Earth and their corresponding UAV images from a low flying
platform.
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3.2. Feature points and overlap error (OE)
We detect SIFT [23] feature points from each pair of test and training SI-UAV images. Then we apply the OE
criterion [28] to find corresponding SIFT feature points between training SI-UAV images. OE tells us how well
image regions around two feature points correspond under a known homography H :
OE = 1 −

a ∩ (H T bH)
,
a ∪ (H T bH)

(1)

where a and b are image regions of reference (SI) and target (UAV) images, respectively. a and b are considered
a corresponding region pair, if OE between them is below or equal to some threshold. Homography H is known
in advance between each SI-UAV image pair of the test set.

3.3. Train descriptors
We compute SIFT descriptors for corresponding feature points identified with OE. Such descriptors are referred
to as train descriptors. The train descriptors of train SI images are referred to as train SI descriptors and those
of train UAV images are called train UAV descriptors.

3.4. Test descriptors
We detect SIFT feature points from each SI-UAV image pair of the test set and then compute SIFT descriptors.
The descriptors of test SI images are referred to as test SI descriptors and those of test UAV images are called
test UAV descriptors.

3.5. NN-BF descriptor matching
We perform descriptor matching using (i) NN and (ii) BF descriptor matching strategies. Therefore, we named
the proposed method the NN-BF method.

3.6. NN descriptor matching
NN descriptor matching is a one-to-many descriptor matching strategy. It is performed between the train
SI descriptors and test SI descriptors. NN finds a nearest neighbor for each test SI descriptor in train SI
descriptors. Such descriptors are called NN train SI descriptors. Then each NN train SI descriptor is replaced
by its corresponding train UAV descriptor (which was identified with OE during the training phase). Descriptors
obtained through this descriptor mapping step are called NN train UAV descriptors. In the next step the NN
train UAV descriptors are matched with the test UAV descriptors by BF strategy.

3.7. BF descriptor matching
BF is a one-to-one descriptor matching strategy compared to NN. It works similarly to the distance ratio-based
descriptor matching strategy, which is used for SIFT [23]. BF finds nearest neighbor matches between NN train
UAV descriptors and test UAV descriptors. Then it applies the BF method to identify a group of best nearest
neighbor matches between the two sets, which are one to one.
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3.8. RANSAC and image warping
During the descriptor mapping step we only replaced the descriptor part of test SI descriptors and retained their
frame parts containing information about test SI feature points’ locations. We apply RANSAC to the matches
returned by the BF step to eliminate outliers and estimate a homography to register test SI-UAV images. Such
a homography is denoted by K . Then each UAV image of the test set is registered with its corresponding test
SI using K .
4. Experimental setup and results
This section presents the experimental setup and results. The experiments are performed on test SI-UAV image
pairs. The experimental results are divided into two parts: (i) image matching with and without using the
proposed NN-BF method, (ii) image registration using the proposed NN-BF method.
4.1. Experimental setup
This section presents the image dataset, parameters setting, and evaluation criteria.
4.1.1. Agricultural land image dataset
Figures 3 and 4 show the training and test of the image dataset used in the present paper, respectively. There
are two SI-UAV image pairs in the training set and six SI-UAV image pairs in the test set. Between each image
pair of the training and test set, high temporal, intensity, and textural differences can be seen.

Train 1

Train 2

Figure 3. Agriculture land SI-UAV images of the training set. Each subfigure shows an SI image, followed by a
corresponding UAV image and a manually registered image to show the physical location of the UAV inside SI.

4.1.2. UAV and satellite images
The UAV images were acquired with an ordinary RGB camera equipped with a global positioning system (GPS)
from a low flying platform. Each UAV image is geotagged and only one piece of GPS coordinate (latitude and
longitude) information is available per image, which allows us to index its spatial location in a satellite image
(Google Earth). The RGB camera is mounted vertically downward and no pixel level GPS information is
captured/available. In the case of pixel level information the registration process can become a very simple
problem, i.e. just replace each pixel of the satellite image with its corresponding geotagged pixel of the UAV
image. In our case, the problem is complicated because of only one piece of GPS information per UAV, which
we use to crop an image region around the GPS information from Google Earth and use it as an SI. UAV images
were acquired on 28 April 2018 near Lahore, Pakistan, and have resolution up to 5cm. The satellite images
used in the present paper were taken from Google Earth. The freely available Google Earth images have 15
m of resolution to 15 cm. In the area under investigation, the resolution is around 60 cm. The Google Earth
images are in RGB format and were accessed online on 28 April 2018. However, according to Google Earth,
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(a) Test 1

(b) Test 2

(c) Test 3

(d) Test 4

(e) Test 5

(f) Test 6

Figure 4. Agriculture land SI-UAV images of the test set. Each subfigure shows an SI image, followed by a corresponding
UAV image and a manually registered image to show the physical location of the UAV inside SI.

these images were acquired some time in January 2018. Thus there is an approximately 3- to 4-month gap
between SI-UAV images, which leads to high temporal, textural, and photometric differences.
4.1.3. Feature points
We use OpenCV implementation of SIFT [23] to detect feature points. To compare the performance of SIFT,
we also use the OpenCV implementation of ORB [24], SURF [25], AKAZE [27], and BRISK [26]. DAISY [45]
is also used along with two recently proposed feature points for remote sensing images, i.e. local histogram of
orientated phase congruency (LHOPC) [46] and radiation-invariant feature transform (RIFT) [47].
4.1.4. Homography
Homography is used in four different ways. Firstly, it is used to obtain manually registered images as shown in
Figures 3 and 4. Secondly, it is used to identify corresponding feature point descriptors between training set
SI-UAV image pairs using the overlap error criterion [28]. Thirdly, it is used to count the numbers of correct and
false matches for image matching using the projection error criterion [48]. Finally, it is used in the quantitative
analysis (see Section 4.3.2) to compare it with the RANSAC estimated homography. The given (ground truth)
homography is denoted as H , whereas the RANSAC-based homography is denoted as K . OE thresholds of
15% and 25% are used to identify corresponding feature point descriptors between the training SI-UAV image
pairs.
4.1.5. Train and test descriptors
To obtain train descriptors, we detect around 8000 SIFT feature points per SI and UAV images of the training
set. Then we obtain around 3500 corresponding SIFT feature points between each train SI-UAV image pair
using OE ≤ 15%. We compute SIFT descriptors for corresponding feature points. There are two SI-UAV
image pairs in the training set. Thus the total number of train SI descriptors is 2 × 3500 = 7000 and train
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UAV descriptors are also 7000. In the case of OE ≤ 25%, total train SI and train UAV descriptors are 12,569.
OpenCV implementation of SIFT allows us to detect as many SIFT feature points as we want, but we observed
that 8000 SIFT feature points per image are sufficient for us. Similarly, we can also detect the same number
of feature points using the OpenCV implementation of SURF, ORB, AKAZE, and BRISK. We detect around
5000 SIFT feature points per SI and UAV image of the test set to compute the test descriptors.
4.1.6. NN-BF descriptor matching
In the case of OE ≤ 15%, the total number of train SI SIFT descriptors is 7000. For each test SI SIFT
descriptor, a NN match is searched among 7000 train SI SIFT descriptors. Since there are 5000 test SI SIFT
descriptors, we obtain 5000 NN train SI descriptors using the NN strategy. Each NN train SI descriptor is
replaced by its corresponding train UAV descriptor to obtain NN train UAV descriptors. Then NN train UAV
descriptors are matched with the test UAV descriptors with OpenCV implementation of the BF strategy. Such
descriptor matching is not difficult because both sets of descriptors belong to UAV images, which were acquired
on the same date, at the same time, under the same illumination conditions, and using the same camera. BF
returns around 1500 best NN matches among 5000 NN train UAV and test UAV descriptors. Then RANSAC
is applied on 1500 matches to estimate a homography for test SI-UAV image registration.
4.1.7. Evaluation criteria
• Root mean square error (RMSE) [49] tells how accurate the image registration process is and is computed
as follows:

√

∑N

RM SE =
where residual =

√

n=1

residualn2
,
N

(2)

(xr − K(xt ))2 + (yr − K(yt ))2 , and (xr , yr ) and (xt , yt ) are pixel coordinates of SI

(reference) and UAV (target) images. K is a RANSAC estimated homography between the test SI-UAV
image pairs in the proposed method. The total number of pixel coordinates is represented as N .
• Projection error (PE) is the Euclidian distance between the feature point of test SI and the projected
feature point of the test UAV images. PE is computed using the ground truth homography H between
the test images. To compute PE, first the test UAV feature points are projected onto the corresponding
SI image and then the distance between the projected and SI feature points is computed as
P E = ∥xR − HxT ∥,

(3)

where xR = (xr , yr ) and xT = (xt , yt ) are pixel locations of SI (reference) and UAV (target) images,
respectively. We use PE less than or equal to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0(pixels) in the present paper. PE
is only used in the testing phase to compute matching and precision scores, and numbers of correct and
false matches for image matching between the test SI-UAV images. The ground truth homography ’ H ’ is
a requirement for image matching according to previous studies [12, 25, 28, 50]. In the present paper, PE
is only used for image matching and has no role in the image registration process. In the case of image
registration, the correct and false matches are identified with RANSAC.
• Matching score is computed as
matchScore = 100 ×

# correct matches
,
minF eature

(4)
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where minf eatures are the minimum number of feature points in a pair of images and # correct is the
number of correct matches.
• Precision score is the ratio between the number of correct matches and the total number of matches
(correct and false matches):
precisionScore = 100 ×

# correct matches
# f alse matches + # correct matches

(5)

4.2. Image matching with and without using the proposed NN-BF method
In this section, the image matching results between test SI-UAV image pairs are presented. Image matching
is extensively used as a test problem to evaluate the performance of feature points and the feature matching
strategies [7, 12, 25, 51]. The present paper uses image matching as a test problem to evaluate the performance
of the proposed NN-BF method. Figure 5 shows image matching results obtained on a Test 1 pair of the
test set using SIFT, SURF, ORB, and AKAZE. Correct and false matches are shown as green and red lines,
respectively. These matches are obtained with ≤ 1.5 pixels. The first column shows results without using
the proposed method. In that case BF is used for descriptor matching. The second column shows the results
obtained with the proposed NN-BF method. It can be seen that the NN-BF results are much better as the
matches obtained without NN-BF are all false matches.
Table 1 summarizes the image matching results with and without using the proposed NN-BF method.
The NN-BF results are based on OE ≤ 15% and OE ≤ 25%. PE ≤ 1.5 pixels is used. The notation SIFT +
SIFT is used to represent that the detector is SIFT and the descriptor is also SIFT. LHOPC and RIFT have
only descriptor parts. Their detector parts are covered by the SIFT detector [23]. The table shows the average
values, which are computed by taking the average over all the six test SI-UAV image pairs of the test set. It
can be seen that SIFT, SURF, ORB, AKAZE BRISK, LHOPC, and RIFT demonstrate very low matching and
precision scores without NN-BF. The scores are obtained with the BF matching strategy. With the proposed
NN-BF, a significant improvement in the performance of feature points can be seen. For instance, SURF +
SURF obtains 4.62% (matching) and 5.72% (matching) without NN-BF. However, with NN-BF, it obtains
20.17% (matching) and 26.81% (precision) scores using OE ≤ 15%. It can be seen that the results based on OE
≤ 25% are lower than those with OE ≤ 15%, which means that with increasing OE the performance of NN-BF
decreases. It can be seen that AKAZE + AKAZE demonstrates the best performance with NN-BF followed by
SIFT, SURF, and ORB.
Figure 6a shows average matching and precision scores with respect to increasing PE on the test SI-UAV
image pairs. The results are obtained without using the NN-BF method, i.e. BF only. The results are averaged
values computed over all the test SI-UAV image pairs. It can be seen that average matching and precision
scores increase with increasing PE threshold. Figure 6b shows the average matching and precision scores with
respect to increasing PE using the proposed NN-BF method and OE ≤ 15%. It can be seen that the NN-BF
results are significantly better than the results obtained without NN-BF, i.e. BF only. The average matching
and precision scores obtained with PE ≤ 1.5 pixels are also shown in Table 1.
Table 2 shows a comparison between the proposed NN-BF method and state-of-the-art feature matching
strategies for image matching between the test SI-UAV image pairs. Average matching and precision scores are
used and computed with PE ≤ 1.5 pixels. The state-of-the-art feature matching strategies used are distance
ratio (DR) [23], NN, BF, TAR [42], FSC [40], LLT [4], PSOSAC [41], and GLPM [43]. The comparison shows
that NN-BF outperforms all state-of-the-art feature matching strategies.
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Figure 5. Image matching results obtained on Test 1 pair of the test set using SIFT, SURF, ORB, and AKAZE. The
first column shows results without using the proposed method, whereas the second column shows the results obtained
with the proposed method. Correct and false matches are shown as green and red lines, respectively.

Figure 6. Average matching (%) and precision (%) scores obtained with and without using the NN-BF method for
image matching between the test SI-UAV image pairs with different PEs and OE ≤ 15%.
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Table 1. Average matching and precision scores (%) obtained with and without using the proposed NN-BF method for
image matching between the test SI-UAV image pairs with PE ≤ 1.5 pixels.

Detector +
Descriptor
SIFT + SIFT
SURF + SURF
BRISK + BRISK
ORB + ORB
AKAZE + AKAZE
SIFT + DAISY
SIFT + LHOPC
SIFT + RIFT

Matching score (%)
With NN-BF
Without
NN-BF
OE ≤ 15% OE ≤ 25%
3.65
26.94
18.88
4.62
20.17
12.82
3.43
16.00
9.07
4.23
23.92
14.22
4.55
29.78
16.95
3.05
14.54
8.83
3.03
6.60
4.93
3.15
6.13
4.57

Precision score (%)
With NN-BF
Without
NN-BF
OE ≤ 15% OE ≤ 25%
4.67
30.22
29.67
5.72
26.81
19.90
4.47
24.87
18.86
5.32
27.65
24.58
5.77
32.16
22.64
4.03
16.73
16.16
3.98
10.07
8.07
4.28
9.32
7.60

Table 2. Average matching and precision scores (%) based comparison of the proposed NN-BF method with state-ofthe-art feature matching strategies on test SI-UAV image pairs. PE ≤ 1.5 pixels is used.

Detector + descriptor
Matching
score

Precision
score

SIFT + SIFT
SURF + SURF
BRISK + BRISK
ORB + ORB
AKAZE + AKAZE
SIFT + DAISY
SIFT + LHOPC
SIFT + RIFT
SIFT + SIFT
SURF + SURF
BRISK + BRISK
ORB + ORB
AKAZE + AKAZE
SIFT + DAISY
SIFT + LHOPC
SIFT + RIFT

DR
[23]
5.26
3.21
2.61
4.01
4.12
4.37
2.82
3.17
5.79
3.86
3.67
5.33
5.23
5.29
3.41
4.27

NN

BF

3.01
4.23
3.24
4.22
4.5
3.1
3.23
3.07
4.39
5.02
4.29
5.37
5.72
4.15
4.38
4.04

3.65
4.62
3.43
4.23
4.55
3.04
3.03
3.15
4.67
5.72
4.47
5.32
5.77
4.03
3.98
4.28

TAR
[42]
4.33
5.28
5.47
4.98
5.82
3.98
3.10
3.23
5.43
6.33
5.37
5.71
6.93
5.29
4.05
4.86

FSC
[40]
4.94
5.02
4.56
5.34
6.87
3.25
3.68
4.30
6.38
6.11
5.31
6.88
8.68
4.88
5.41
5.73

LLT
[4]
8.43
8.05
6.36
4.57
7.43
3.87
4.08
3.87
7.83
6.96
6.92
6.12
9.34
5.17
5.97
5.46

PSOSAC
[41]
9.39
10.76
7.29
7.61
8.35
4.82
5.38
5.07
12.94
13.27
8.26
9.49
13.44
5.83
6.88
6.15

GLPM
[43]
11.68
12.51
7.92
8.47
12.05
5.31
5.89
6.07
15.88
16.04
9.37
13.63
14.89
6.68
8.57
8.43

Proposed
(NN-BF)
26.94
20.17
16.00
23.92
29.78
14.54
6.60
6.13
30.22
26.81
24.87
27.65
32.16
16.73
10.07
9.32

4.3. Image registration
In this section NN-BF-based image registration results are presented. SIFT + SIFT, ORB + ORB, AKAZE +
AKAZE, and SURF + SURF are used as they demonstrate better results compared to the others in Section 4.2.
The experimental results are presented as visual inspection and quantitative analysis.
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4.3.1. Visual inspection
Figure 7 shows the visual inspection-based image registration results. Each result shows a test UAV image
geometrically aligned and overlaid over its corresponding test SI. The overlaid images are obtained with
homography K estimated by RANSAC in the proposed NN-BF method. We can use the farmland boundaries
as line features to verify whether the farmland boundaries of the UAV image are perfectly aligned with the
corresponding boundaries in SI or not. All the results shown are obtained using OE ≤ 15% in the proposed
method as it provides better results compared to OE ≤ 25% (see Table 1). It can be seen that SIFT + SIFT
obtains the best results (see Figure 7a), followed by SUFT + SURF (Figure 7b), AKAZE + AKAZE (Figure 7c),
and ORB + ORB (Figure 7d).

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Test 1

Test 4

(a) SIFT + SIFT

Test 3

Test 5

Test 6

(b) SURF + SURF

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 1

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Test 4

(c) AKAZE + AKAZE

Test 2

Test 2

Test 5

Test 3

Test 6

(d) ORB + ORB

Figure 7. Image registration results obtained with the proposed method using SIFT, AKAZE, SURF, and ORB with
OE ≤ 15%.

4.3.2. Quantitative analysis
For quantitative analysis, average correct matches, average false matches, precision score, and RMSE are used.
All correct and false matches and other scores are computed by RANSAC in the proposed method. We use
both OE ≤ 15% and OE ≤ 25% for quantitative analysis. SIFT + SIFT, ORB + ORB, AKAZE + AKAZE,
and SURF + SURF are used. Table 3 shows the results. It can be seen that SIFT + SIFT compared to others
gives better results and the results obtained with OE ≤ 15% are better than those with OE ≤ 25%.
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Table 3. Image registration results obtained with the proposed NN-BF method.

Method
SIFT
SURF
AKAZE
ORB

Average correct
OE ≤ 15% OE ≤ 25%
71.68
50.17
62.61
50.22
58.14
48.36
50.76
38.57

Average false
OE ≤ 15% OE ≤ 25%
28.32
49.83
37.39
49.78
41.86
51.64
49.24
61.43

Precision (%)
OE ≤ 15% OE ≤ 25%
72.87
67.01
66.97
67.07
64.17
63.93
55.68
47.62

RMSE
OE ≤ 15%
0.6040
0.7189
0.7032
0.8476

OE ≤ 25%
0.6342
0.8102
0.7275
1.0731

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a new method for registration between SI-UAV images of agricultural land. SI-UAV images
possess high temporal, textural, and photometric differences, which make the feature point-based registration
process very challenging. To overcome these differences, the proposed NN-BF method first learns corresponding
feature point descriptors and then uses such descriptors to identify correct descriptor matches between the
test SI-UAV images with NN- and BF-based descriptor matching strategies. Experiments are performed on a
dataset of agricultural land. The experimental results show that feature points demonstrate very low matching
and precision scores in image matching without NN-BF. SURF outperforms SIFT, ORB, BRISK, LHOPC,
and RIFT by achieving matching and precision scores of 4.62% and 5.72%, respectively. With the proposed
NN-BF method, SURF, SIFT, ORB, and others perform significantly better. The experimental results show
that AKAZE gives better results with the proposed method compared to the other feature points, i.e. 29.78%
(matching) and 32.16% (precision). SIFT obtains the second best results, i.e. 26.94% (matching) and 30.22%
(precision). The experimental results show that SIFT with NN-BF gives better image registration results than
SURF, AKAZE, and other feature points. It achieves RMSE of 0.634 pixels followed by AKAZE (RMSE of
0.727 pixels). The experimental results show that by increasing the overlap error the performance of the NN-BF
method decreases. The performance of NN-BF is also compared with that of recently proposed PSOSAC- and
GLPM-based feature matching strategies, where it demonstrates better matching and precision scores and also
outperforms DR-, NN-, BF-, TAR-, FSC-, and LLT-based feature matching strategies.
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